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THE STANDARD MITRE BOX
By
Frank Kosmerl
Perhaps the most elegant of any production mitre box
ever made is the Standard miter box made by the
Standard Machine Co. of Weedsport, N.Y.
Weedsport is a canal town situated on the Erie Canal
just west of Syracuse in central New York State. The
canal was well spotted with regional port towns along
its' entire length, and this was one of them in Cayuga
County. It served to be a market point for loading
local produce and products for commerce, and a
source to unload same from other locations for
consumption by local population. It seems that a
large number of these canal towns in New York had
iron foundry’s producing anything from trade or
domestic tools to farm machinery and railroad parts.
A look at the mitre box shows and effort by the
patentee, Julius J. Cowell of Weedsport, to embellish
to the max, a rather mundane and commonplace tool.
The patent was granted on Aug. 20, 1889. The cast
iron bed is one of the first details noticed, fancy
flower designs in the cutout pattern. The backboard is
also prominent as an attention getter, displaying the
elements of Victorian Eastlake furniture. Each foot
has a slanted rib design with a star. The saw holding
beam arm is a heavy casting with a ribbed top border
and the word Standard boldly embossed on it.
The looks are not the only source of amazement. The
workmanship and precise working of the elements
are a fun experience. The saw guide slides up and
down on two precisely machined rods, topped with
knurled finials, and minutely adjusted with a left and
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Standard Mitre Box, front view, illustrating the
exquisite casting on the base and fence

right hand threaded spacer rod at the top. It is real
sweet when it is adjusted properly. The saw guide
will rotate left or right to adjust to any angle, with
appropriate detents for the common settings. But in
addition, it is geared to the Eastlake embossed
backwall which has a rack of teeth on the back, and
the wall will move left or right with the guide to keep
the cut centered on the
wall! The arc base also moves with the beam arm,
(Continued on page 4)
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PRESIDENT’S
CORNER

There has been a recent change to our website,
www.craftsofnj.org , in that it is now being organized
and run by our member James Travis. I am looking
forward to seeing many changes in the site with more
current updating, posting of articles from The Tool
Shed, meeting, picnic and auction dates posted in a
timely fashion.
It will be a learning process for James and there are
times when mistakes will be made, but hopefully corrected in quick order. If you visit the site on a regular basis you should have noticed some of the changes already. If anyone has any constructive criticism
or help to offer there is an email address on the site
that will go directly to James, whom I’m sure will
respond in kind. This year we hope to be able to post
more pictures of auction items, not just the sparklers.
I hope everyone had a pleasant holiday and received
something tool related. The Mrs. here found a book
catalog with the notation “Christmas hints” and a few
titles check marked on the table one morning, and,
much to my surprise!!!, there were two of the titles
under the tree on Christmas morning. Now that’s a
treasure of a wife!!
Is it my imagination or are tool prices somewhat cyclical? I ask this because when I first started collecting ten or so years back it seemed that primitives
were the highlighted tools, then a short time later the
wood planes and Stanley tools seemed to be in favor.
Now, it seems that wood planes, which had been
weak for the past few years, are becoming stronger
and Stanley seems to have weakened. Primitives appear to be hardly sought after at all. Maybe it is just
my imagination, and probably some collectors will
want to jump down my throat at my musings, but
what an opportunity for a patient collector to add to
his specialty if he can buy on the downtrend of his
favorite field of collecting.

Here’s wishing all of you and yours a happy and
healthy New Year and hoping you find a real treasure
to add to your collection.
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Dear Tool Wizard:
To the Tool WizardI remember when you first started you said you would tell us where to buy tools when all the fleas are closed. We
are going to Maine in March and would like the addresses of some tool shops that we might stop at on the way up.
Thank you.
Henry Farston, Birmingham, Conn.
Dear Henry-Not knowing how you are going up to Maine, it makes it tough to figure out the shops. However, there is one sure
bet that will work. From Concord, New Hampshire to Portsmouth, New Hampshire is State Route 4. Along it is Antique Alley, --"20 miles with over 500 dealers". Probably an exaggeration, but whether it's 500 or 400, there are three
shops that fit your requirements: The Betty House, Ole Parsonage Antiques, and Town Pump Antiques. Here's the
dope on them ---The Betty House is run by a fine old New Hampshire gent named Charles Yeaton. His barn is on North Road,
Epsom – a mile or so in from Route 4. North Road is opposite Route 107 South. Call first- 603-736-9087. He has
over 1000 tools, mostly low to mid-range, and mostly G condition. Prices are
reasonable with 10-20% discounting.
Ole Parsonage Antiques is run by Bob Daniels, and here is the Mother Lode. Over 5000 tools from low level to
high mid-range. Conditions are G to G+. Prices are what you would expect, with a few surprises. He discounts 20%
over $10. His shop is not too well marked so watch for the school bus
station on Route 4 in Northwood. He is opposite it. Call first- 603-942-5749. The shop is normally closed in the winter during the week. but open on weekends or by appointment.
Town Pump Antiques has a booth with some high mid-range and a whole room full of tools across the board.
This is where the better stuff is, and the conditions are better also. The prices will reflect this. Being a co-op shop,
they only discount 10%. The shop is on the south side of Route 4 in Northwood, number 295. They are open all year.
603-942-5515.
Good Hunting!

Treasured Times
by Doris Kean

I have to admit, I had a very nice life until that fateful day when Herb decided to collect antique tools.
It hasn’t been the same since. I have no one but myself to blame, as I was the one that originally asked
him to help me decorate an office with some antique tools. To use one of his expressions: I hoisted
myself on my own petard. (I really don’t know
what that means, but it sounds very sophisticated.)

Before the decorating caper, Herb would ask if I
would like to go for a Sunday drive. It sounded like
a nice idea. Into the car, and off we went. The only
destinations we had were scenic, peaceful country
sides.

Before we took these rides on Sunday
(when there was less traffic), I never realized how
truly beautiful Morris, Hunterdon, and Sussex counties were. Parts of Pennsylvania were breathtaking - huge farmlands, with green crops, and rolling
fields of corn. Not only that, but they seemed to be
maintained to perfection, at least from the car’s
roadside view. I never tired of these views, no matter how many farms we passed. Some were small
and neat, others larger and more lush, and still others looked as if Hollywood created a perfect set to
be filmed.
We usually stopped for ice cream on the way home.
Not just any ice cream -- after trial and error (an
adventure in itself), we chose Carvel as the best.
(Continued on page 12)
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Rear view raised lettering : Standard Machine Co. on the
left side and Weedsport N.Y. on the right

seem to be quite indispensable."
This looks like an invitation for New Jersey tool
collectors to start looking in Newark!
Mr. Finley mentions that the quality of the
workmanship hints of a connection to H.L. Burritt &
Co., a Weedsport foundry that made vises, bench
drills and seamers for metal roofing. He could not
find a firm connection; but the connection seems
likely if Standard did not do it's own casting.
Could it be that the ultra fancy miter box could have
been developed to illustrate the quality of the
workmanship of a startup company in 1888? It
achieved at least some success, since occasionally
one is found; but it can be easily relegated to the rare
category now that those occasions of sightings are
very infrequent. Whatever the answer, this is the
kind of antique tool that fosters an appreciation for
the design and quality workmanship of the time long
past when the time allowed expressions of
individuality on manufactured products. It is one of
my favorite tools.

(Continued from page 1)

and is graduated to every single degree from two to
88 degrees in either direction. There are side
supports at the edge of the table with a series of pin
projections to keep the board from moving during
sawing. There is a depth stop for the saw in the rear,
and a thumbscrew can lock the angle any setting
lining up with the fine gear teeth in the back.
The patent diagrams also show a "plow or
channeling tool" which attaches to the bottom of the
mitre saw. It appears to have two nicker blades and a
plow blade, and could be used to cut dados. I have
yet to see this attachment.
One hundred years after the patent, I wrote to the
Old Brutus Historical Society, and received more
information from Howard Finley, Historian.
The local newspaper had an ad from 6/9/88 through
8/11/88 which read:
"We are now ready with a complete outfit of New
Machinery and a First class machinist to do jobbing.
Model, and experimental machinery made to order.
Standard Machine Co., Weedsport, N.Y.". This ad
reveals the starting dates of the company, and their
solicitation of machining jobs.
The 8/17/1889 issue of the "Cayuga Chief"
published the following short piece:

"The Standard Machine Co. is at work upon a large
order from Newark, NJ for their patent miter boxes.
These miter boxes are a decided improvement upon
anything in the market, and every really first class
mechanic wants one at sight. For such work as
manufacturing picture frames, or in fact any other
work where a perfectly accurate work is desired they
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Planes by Bundy and
Loughborough are the Stars
of the Brown 23rd International Antique Tool Auction

fence made the plane awkward to handle, which may
account for there being only three known examples
with the fence. (Fig.2)

By: John G. Wells © December 2, 2003.

The Stars
A
combination match
and plow
plane by
Lewis
Bundy of
Mooers
Forks NY,
patent November
15, 1870,
stole the
show
bringing
the
top
price
of
Figure 1
$18,700.
Bundy Plow Plane
(All prices include the
10% Buyers Premium.)
(Fig.1) The center section of Bundy’s plane is a double sided fence with a closed tote on both ends. A
plow section, mounted on a pair of square arms on one
side of the center section, is used to cut the groove for
a tongue and groove joint. Two sections with skew
cutters, on the other side of the center section, cut a
pair of rabbets for the tongue. Locating the tote on the
fence, rather than the section doing the cutting, may
have caused the fence to bind against the work making
the plane difficult to use. There are only two known
examples of this intriguing and attractive plane.
William S. Loughborough’s plow plane patented May 3, 1864, ran a close second selling for
$13,750. It is a wonderful example of early technology during the era when metallic plow planes were
struggling to take their place with wood plow planes,
and self regulating wood plows and plows made of
exotic wood with silver and ivory trim were becoming
status symbols among master joiners. Loughborough’s
plow was one of the earliest metallic plow planes to
solve the problem of parallelism, which it did by using
a heavy cast iron fence with integral arms. The heavy

Figure 2
Loughborough’s Plow Plane

The Best of Stanley
When it comes to advertising displays it will

STA.N[EY TOOLS

(Continued on page 6)

Figure 3
The Happy Carpenters Display
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(Continued from page 5)

be hard to beat the Stanley “Six Happy Carpenters”
window display offered as a complete three piece display. (Fig.3) This display in mint never set up condition, and complete with the original printed instructions,
is a prime example of mid 1930’s graphic design and
advertising art. It was offered first as three separate lots
and then as a combination of the three lots starting one
bid increment above the sum of the three high bids.
Collectors clearly wanted the complete three-piece display, and it sold that way to an absentee bidder for
$6820.
Justus Traut’s Hollow and Round plane, patented July 30, 1878, is a handled plane body with detachable bottoms and cutters offered in pairs to cut different
size hollows and rounds. It went through a number of
developmental cycles over an extended period but was
never put into production. It was probably an attempt
to provide the same functionality and convenience offered by sets of wood hollows and rounds popular with

The very rare first version of the Stanley
No.120 block plane, with a five-point star from the
American flag on the lever cap to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of our country at the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, was made for less than a year. It
was a bargain at $1980.
A scarce Stanley No.164 low angle plane in
fine condition brought $3520. A Bed Rock No.602c,
late style with corrugated bottom, in Good + condition
sold for $23 10. A No.602, late style smooth bottom in
fine condition brought $1925

Stanley in the Box

There was a good selection of Stanley planes
‘in the original box’ in exceptional condition in this
auction.
A mint No.1 plane with a sweetheart trademark,
a scarce yellow and blue store tag, and 90% of the box
label, sold for $3190. A super brand new No.22 Type
17 transitional smooth plane with the seldom seen late
high front knob, in a crispy box, brought $1870. A very
rare factory fresh No.39-13/16 dado plane in a box labeled “13/16” realized $5060. The label on the box is
important because Stanley made these planes by milling
down the casting for a No.39-7/8 plane. A super No. 62
low angle plane in a lightly scuffed box brought $2310.
A never used, A78 aluminum rabbet plane in a crisp
box with an A78 picture label, sold for $2310. A mint
No.85 scraper plane with a rabbet mouth, tilting handles, and full handle label, rarely seen in the box, sold
for $6160.

Patented and Metallic Planes
Figure 4
Traut’s hollow and round plane
. _ _ _ I_

_

_

_I

woodworkers since the 18th century. Apparently there
were three versions of this plane, and the second and
third versions were offered in this auction.
The second version, of Traut’s plane has turn
locks to secure the bottoms, and the Ivy-vine pattern
design on the handle shown in Miller’s July 6, 1875
patent for the Stanley No.48 Tongue & Groove plane.
This design was used on the handle of several Stanley
planes as well as on Bailey’s No.14 combination plane
offered in 1876. It sold in the room for $6600. (Fig 4)
The third version has a ring and extended horn
on the front of the plane body, and the handle has the
pebble design used on the Stanley No.48 and similar
planes offered in 1909 and later. A Stanley shop tag
reading “No.150” with a 1920 Sweet Heart trademark
attached to this example suggests the Plane Department
at Stanley may have wanted to put it in production in
the ‘20’s but the Production Committee voted against it.
It sold for $4510.

A Mayo’s block plane (1875-1879), with an
engraved “M” on the lever cap screw and painted the
same gold color used on Mayo combination planes rather than the usual black, got a lot of attention in the
preview. Bidding in the room was spirited and it sold to
an absentee bidder for $4730. (Fig.5)
A Morris plow, patented March 21, 1871, with
scissor arms to maintain parallelism, an open tote, 10
original irons, and a nicker, brought $4730.
The 8 inch boat shaped smooth plane with a 2
inch handle extension was the smallest of the exceptional cache of seven Morris’ planes and parts found together in a toolbox about 30 years ago. It had the diamond
pattern sole patented by E. H. Morris November 8,
1870, “Boss” cast in the body, and Pat’d Ap For” cast
under the handle extension. The boat and oval shaped
Morris smooth planes do not have the floral decoration
on the top of the bed shown in the patent drawing and
used on the three Morris’ planes with parallel sides seen
in the Sandusky 1877 catalogue. They were not offered
for sale in any known Sandusky catalogue, which raises
the question: who made them? Morris’ patent states the
(Continued on page 7)
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level patented October 14, 1873, brought $4840.
An unsigned, but intriguing, triangle
shaped level (Lot 522) marked “Patent Applied
For” with three fixed vials and one adjustable vial
in the style of Hall & Knapp and just waiting to be
researched, sold for $2860.
A rare and graphic Davis and Cook, Watertown, N.Y. No.20 cast iron corner level, in exceptional condition brought $2310. (Fig.6) Gustavus Cook’s December 7, 1886 patent claimed the
level was made easier to use by mounting the ends
of the level vials in sockets held in an open frame,
usually circular, so they could be seen from below
or above and protecting them with glass on the
sides to admit more light.

(Continued from page 6)

Plow Planes and other Great Tools
Figure 5
Mayo’s block plane

diamond
grid
pattern in the
sole makes it
easy to finish
the sole of the
plane with a
file, implying
they could be
made by hand
in a small shop.
This example,
in exceptional
condition and
with the original
wedge, sold for
$4620.
A wood smooth
plane
with
Gladwin’s cutter
locking device,
patented February 16, 1858, mounted in the front of the mouth,
possibly the only surviving example and from the
Paul Kebabian collection, brought $2200.

A No.140 rosewood center wheel selfregulating plow plane by the Sandusky Tool Co,
in as found G+ condition, sold for $5500.
A Rosewood plow plane by E. W. Carpenter, Lancaster PA, patented Feb. 6, 1838, nicely
highlighted with boxwood arms, nuts, fence, and
wedge, in near Fine condition brought $4510.
Carpenter’s patent was for screw arms threaded
into the body of the plow, by turning the arms the
user moves the fence closer to or further away
from the body of the plane. The large, nicely
shaped knobs on the ends of the arms and the unusual fence brackets give Carpenter’s planes a
unique and attractive appearance.
The Francis Improved engraving machine
was a superb example of 19th century mechanical
automation, and Victorian decorative art. A pair
of double- hinged arms, pivoted on a central supporting column, held the tracing and engraving
tools. It was offered in The Otto Young and Co.

Figure 6
Davis and Cook No. 20 Cast Iron
Corner Level

Levels
A Melick inclinometer level, patented December 3, 1889, in superb condition with nearly
all of the finish and pin striping except for a small
scuff in the center of the highest point where it
rubbed against the wood box, got a lot of attention
from bidders in the room, and sold for $5060.
An extremely rare C. J. Shoff inclinometer

Figure 7
Francis’ Improved Engraving Machine
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(Continued from page 7)

1892 catalogue, which claimed it would engrave everything from large ice pictures to cane heads, it could
even engrave the inside of a ring. It was beautifully
decorated with pin striping and came with a supply of
letter templates. It sold in the room for $3190.
(Fig.7)
One of the best rules offered in the auction,
was a two foot two fold boxwood rule by Clark &
Co, Brattleboro VT, with Lemuel Hedge’s visually
spectacular round joint patented April 22, 1835. It
was an exceptionally nice example, very clean, and
with good color. It sold for an impressive $2530.

Bidding on rare and unusual items in exceptional condition was very aggressive, pushing prices
to new highs. More commonly seen items in less
than stellar condition continued to track the market.
Absentee bids were very strong, but bidders in the
room were equally determined making for an exciting event. The auction grossed $446,500, for an average of $550 per lot.
The 24th Brown International Antique Tool
Auction and Sale will be held April 2nd and 3rd 2004,
at the Radisson Inn, Camp Hill, PA. It’s always a
great show with lots of surprises. Don’t miss it.

Figure 8
18th Century Hand Forged highly decorated Hammer
signed, “H. Iohnson”.

Hedge is also known for his linear dividing engine
patented June 20, 1827, used to graduate wood and
ivory rules. It is said his original dividing engine was
being used in the Stanley rule shop as late as 1923.
An 18th century hand forged socketed hammer with the typical heart decoration on the cheeks,
reeded turning on the neck and pane, a tapered neck
stamped “H. Iohnson”, and a replaced wood handle
of different form than usually seen on original examples, brought $1760. These hammers turn up occasionally in English auctions; often the tapered necks
are decorated with spiral flutes and double reeds.
Although they are sometimes called glazer’s hammers, their special function in that trade is unclear.
Their decorative form suggests they may have been
used as a presentation piece. (Fig.8)
A scarce 22-inch Panther saw by Woodrough
and McParlin with a Panther carved on the handle, a
Panther label screw, and a faint but readable Panther
logo on the blade, brought $1760.
A rare and early Philadelphia hand saw by E.
& L. of Davenport, PA with split nuts and a large
Star label screw brought $1540.

Epilogue
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CRAFTS Meeting - November, 2003
Guest Speaker - JIM LEAMY
PLOW PLANE CONSTRUCTION

Jim is no stranger to the members of CRAFTS as he
was recognized in an article in the June 2002 Tool
Shed. Jim has always been a woodworker and over the
years has become an accomplished cabinetmaker and
metalworker. Anyone invited into his home can immediately see his abilities in the period furniture he built to
furnish it. After retiring from the Air Force Jim began
to look for a second career and a short stint with a furniture repair company convinced him to look elsewhere.
He turned to his love of tools for inspiration and found
that in addition to making planes he could use, he also
enjoyed making copies of rare planes that were financially out of reach. His first reproduction was the Tidey
Double Beveling plane. That plane appeared in an issue
of Fine Woodworking magazine and it was the one that
started him as a full-time plane maker.
Today,
four
years
later,
he’s
making
plow
planes
in Cuban mahogany,
Rosewood,
Ebony,
Leamy’s reproduction of M. B. Tidey’s
Boxdouble beveling plane
wood,
Applewood and even Ivory.
Jim also manufactures
dovetailed metallic
planes in the Spiers and
Norris tradition.

begins with the plane arms being cut from eight
quarter stock to allow time for them to acclimate to
the shop and allow corrections for movement before
final finishing. Next, the material to be used for the
nuts and washers is drilled and tapped. Sometimes
these are solid wood but often they are a sandwich
of wood, like
ebony, and ivory, called splitnuts. The body
is then cut out
on the band saw
and deliberately
left oversize to
allow for fine
tuning later.
The fence and
wedge are the
A sandwich of ebony and ivory
next pieces to
be cut out, after which the body is mortised for both
the blade and the
depth stop and
holes for the arms
are drilled. Depending upon the
type of plane, the
handle is the next
part to be worked
and a wear strip, if
Quarter round plane derequired, is added
signed by Leamy
to the fence. The
body is then machined to accept the
depth stop escutcheon and then the
depth stop and
skate are fitted.
The arms are now
threaded followed
by the final finishing of the knobs and
A bead plane created by Jim
to detail the fences of his
body. In addition
plow planes
to power tools Jim
uses a variety of
hand tools. These include: sandpaper, files, rasps,
scrapers and hand planes, some of which he has
made for specific operations, like his beading plane
for the fences and the one he made for cutting quarter rounds on the bodies.

As the featured speaker
at the November
CRAFTS meeting Jim
presented his method of
constructing plow planes.
Here’s a synopsis of his
talk:
All of the proceeding steps may sound very simple and
straight forward but, like watching Norm Abram conSince each plane
struct a chest of drawers on a Saturday afternoon, in less
will require five to
than 30 minutes, you come to realize that it’s just not
six board feet of very
that easy. On average Jim puts in over 150 hours on
expensive wood, he carefully selects the pieces to
each plane, not including the research, scaled drawings
be used for each component, focusing on grain and
or the construction of prototypes.
color. Once the material is selected, the process
(Continued on page 10)
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self. When
Jim completThere were lots of questions from the membership and
ed the plane,
Jim was ready, providing explanations of the individual it was sent
steps required in making his planes. In making the nuts away to be
for example, Jim pointed out that ebony is very difficult fully ento thread because of its brittleness but the taps Jim uses
graved, both
are ordinary wood taps, nothing special. The finish on
on the metal
his planes depends upon the material used and the cusparts and the
tomer’s request, but lacquer, shellac, varnish and synthet- ivory itself.
ic enamels are all part of his finishing process.
In addition,
this customer
Jim rounded out his wanted silver
The ivory Center wheel plane after it was enpresentation by dis- plating on all
graved and the metal was silver plated
cussing the use of
metal parts. I
ivory in plane mak- think you’ll agree that this example is certainly a
ing. He explained
tour-de-force in contemthat ivory can be
porary plane making.
worked very much Interest was high and
like wood. It has a questions from the audigrain and growth
ence continued well berings but machines yond the time allotted.
more like metal,
Jim stayed well beyond
something akin to
the end of the meeting to
A Leamy reproduction of rule
aluminum but it is
answer them all .
makers plane in ebony and ivory
also very brittle. If
If you would like to learn
the ivory is not
more about his planes
stored in a cool, dry location or is mishandled or dropped, checkout Jim’s website at
it can shatter internally. Even though it looks alright on
Spectacular Scrimshaw
the surface, when cut, it will separate around its growth
www.jimleamyplanes.com.
rings and be all but useless for plane making. Like most
exotic materials ivory is very expensive, often costing

over $100 per pound. The ivory used in Jim Leamy’s
Some of the pictures used in this article were provided by
planes is purchased from reputable dealers and is certiRobert Cameron and are gratefully acknowledged. - Ed.
fied as “pre ban ivory”, which means that it was already
in the country before June, 1989 when the US and many
European governments imposed a moratorium on the importation of ivory because of the poaching and subsequent depletion of elephant herds around the world.
Jim
has
reproduced
several
plow
planes
with
ivory
bodies
and
ebony
Jim continues his discussion with an attentive audience
arms
after the meeting’s conclusion
Solid ivory center wheel plow plane
and
fences
and this year finished a spectacular Center Wheel
plow plane in solid ivory. For this commission, Jim
decided to buy an entire tusk, and traveled to the supplier so that he could choose one that would provide
just the right amount of material for this plane. As
Jim discussed, this proved to be an adventure in it(Continued from page 9)
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THE PHONE CALL

Not so that day. It was the cleanest workshop I ever
saw.
I found out later that she cleaned it up before I arIt sounded like a routine solicitor's call. A sweet
rived,
with the thinking of a proud housewife. Little did
cheerful girl wanting to know if Mr. Kean was available.
she
know
that almost all workshops are littered to some
I don't get many of these calls as we have been on the old
degree.
Although
I had gone through this disappointment
Don't Call List for a few years. So I gave her the polite,
many
times,
I
still
felt a knot in my belly when I had to
"I'm sorry but we don't take any solicitations over the
tell
her
that
none
of
the tools were antiques, and they
phone."
were
not
the
kind
that
I would buy in bulk. She seemed
Some stammering and stuttering and then, "But this
isn't a sales call". Oh sure, I thought, that's what they all honestly concerned, as if I wasn't really on board the situsay. But she was sweet, so I listen to what I thought was ation. I almost felt embarrassed.
She scampered off somewhere and returned very
to be a phony explanation. "I was told at the museum that
you could help me with some old tools that my father had quickly with a log book. "This is my father's inventory
before he died." Whoa, the whole thing spun around 180 book of all these tools, and as you can see, he has written
the description of the tools with their dates of purchase,
degrees.
Now it was my turn to stammer and stutter, "I'm sor- how much he paid, and in some cases the estimated age
of the tool. Some of these are hundreds of years old!"
ry, I thought --- well let's start over. What can I do for
you?"
"Let me see it", was the only possibly reply. It
"We are selling my mother's house as she is going to
shocked
me-- as there were great collectibles everywhere
a nursing home, and we want to clear out the basement. I
throughout the book. The man had real taste, and I couldwas told that the tools might have more value than I
n't wait to see where all these goodies were stashed.
think, and they recommended that I contact you to see
what should be done." O.K. this now had some possibili- "Have you looked in the other rooms for tools", I asked
hopefully. "The house is completely empty with the exties. I didn't get my hopes up, because I have been
ception of this basement", she responded. Now the cheese
through many (and I mean many) of these "clear-outs"
started to bind. All these great pieces were probably sold
over the past 30 or so years, with most resulting in first
off by the old man before his death, or someone else in
class busts.
I asked the usual basic questions: How many- 25, 50, the family had them. This line of questioning got me
100, more; what did they look like, was her father a col- nothing but frowns and irritation from the girl. But she
went to the phone to call her brother, who might have a
lector or a hobbyist? I got the usual vague answers, almost to the point that I would have been better off never clue. Yes, a clue he had. According to him, the father
sold most everything a year or so before his death to probothering to ask. So, an appointment was made after it
was established that she wanted to sell everything at one vide for his wife.
True or false, it didn't matter, the tools were gone. It
time. My hopes started to go up even though I knew bethurt to have come that close. I would have gotten over it
ter.
I learned many years ago not to judge what the collec- a lot quicker if she hadn't brought in that damn log book.
But, will I go out again when the next phone call comes
tion will look like upon seeing the house and the neighborhood. But I couldn't help getting a little excited when I in? You can bet your boopie I will.
pulled into a long driveway with a great looking house
and manicured property.
She and a friend welcomed me at the door and we
went almost immediately to the "workshop". My hopes
fell at the sound of that word. But, I rationalized, I once
got some fabulous Stanley pieces from a workshop.
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(Continued from page 3)

The trouble was, depending on the time of day, the Carvel
stand could be mobbed. So we pressed on, desperately searching for something cool. Did I mention that this was in the days
before
air-conditioning? In our car I mean.
These rides continued for a long time. Pleasant views, pleasant
conversation, and a pleasant afternoon. After all, one had a captured audience who really had no other choice but to listen.
Subjects that had been ignored were brought up and explored.
Funny memories were laughed at and enjoyed once more.
Then there was the comfortable silence that two people shared,
who were as we say, in sync. Subjects that had been ignored
were brought up and explored. Funny memories were laughed
at and enjoyed once more. Then there was the comfortable
silence that two people shared, who were as we say, in sync.

One day as we zipped along on a warm spring morning, there
was that air of excitement that I always felt in spring. It was
subtle, maybe it was the smell in the air, maybe it was a feeling
I remembered from childhood. Whatever -- it was there. We
saw budding trees, vines coming to life, birds fluttering around,
and the bluest sky ever. Nice, very nice.
Little did I know that just around a bend, waiting in hiding, was
something that would change our lives.
Yes, there it was in all its adorableness, complete with flag,
flowering window boxes, and copper things on the ground, an
Antique Shop. There were charming baskets, all sizes filled
with treasures, and over in the corner a huge pile of (you
guessed it) TOOLS. Ratty as they were, they seemed to draw
Herb like a magnet. I too was drawn to some crystal twinkling
in the sun, but was sidetracked by some delicate lace things.
Remember, this was my first antique shop stop. I thought what
great fun!
Little did I know that our languid, casual, Sunday drives would
shift into busy missions to find tools. Translation: up very early,
breakfast on the road, no second cup of coffee, no time for the
Sunday Times.

The tool trips have become part of our lives. Even
though I’m still not crazy about tools, I have come to
appreciate their history and in many cases, their true
beauty. We have met some really interesting people,
heard some fantastic stories, and traveled far. Best of
all, we graduated from Carvel to charming country inns
with fabulous food and canopy beds.
It is very nice to share a hobby, and find as much pleasure as we did, ---- and still do!

TOOL EVENTS
February 8, 2004 - CRAFTS Meeting 1PM HOST
Masonic Lodge Highbridge, NJ

March 26 & 27, 2004 - Martin Donnelly 2 day Antique Tool Auction Indianapolis, IN
www.mjdtools.com

April 2&3, 2004 - Brown Tool Show and Auction
Radisson Inn, Camp Hill, PA
Brown Auctions 27 Fickett Road Pownal, ME 04069.
www.FineToolJ.com/Browns

April 4, 2004 - CRAFTS Meeting 1PM
HOST Masonic Lodge Highbridge, NJ

April 17, 2004 - CRAFTS Auction
Flemington Elks Club, Rt 12. Flemingtion, NJ
Tool Sale - setup at daybreak
Auction preview 7:30am
Auction begins at 9:00am

After a while it became a habit, maybe obsession is a better
word. It didn’t apply to me, as I was just going along for the
ride. But it wasn’t as relaxing as it used to be.
However as time went on, I became semi-captured. I began to
find things that women liked -- loads and loads of pretty china,
primitive wooden kitchen things, lovely old books, and on and
on.
Things were plentiful then, and sometimes we were dizzy with
excitement when we saw how full the station wagon was.
When we got home, we usually were tired. But not too tired to
unload and sort our favorite buys. I even found myself up to my
elbows in suds -- washing a favorite china cup, or a really nice
figurine, or even polishing silver candle sticks!
Herb was off in the basement testing to see if his new brace
was, really brass. Then it was time for cocktails (let supper be
damned). We lit a fire, relaxed, and went over the day, and all
the things that happened.

WANT ADS

I’m looking for a Union No. 101 Plane in
good or better condition. Please email
Greg Welsh at: glwelsh@earthlink.net

Wanted to Buy: Emmert Machinists Vise,
also called a Tool Makers Vise, Model 4a
or Model 6a in good condition. Contact
Carl Matthews at 713-871-8484 or email:
cmatthews@psp.com.
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